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Abstract: Going for testing can help detect the cancer at an early stage, increasing the chance of surviving the disease.
However, such instances of going for early testing are relatively in developing countries. This study deals with 130 cases of
women suffering from breast cancer in a Libyan hospital. The analysis is carried out two steps. In the first step, socio-behavioral
attributes such as age, education, marital status and healthy living are used to predict if a patient would go for early testing. In
the next step, physical attributes like age, tumor size, and lymph node LN status are used as input variables, with clinical grade
or stage as the output variable. The data of the 130 cases is used for the analysis. Five different algorithms, namely, J48, Bayes
Net, K Star, Logistic Regression, and Support Vector Machine are used for both the stages. The response variable for the first
step of early testing is the outcome of the results– positive or negative. The second response variable is categorized into four
groups, based on the clinical grade of the disease. For the early testing results, there is not too much variation in the accuracies,
with J48 scoring the highest level of accuracy at 68%. The prediction accuracies are not high, with the average of the five
algorithms just above 65%. For the next step, the prediction accuracies are higher across the algorithms, with J48 again leading
at 87%. The accuracy for clinical stage 4 is the highest among the four clinical stages.
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1. Introduction
Cancer is a major cause of death worldwide, especially in developing countries. In Libya, the subject of this study,
cancer accounts for 25% of cancer types, and according to a survey [4], about 500000 women died in 2008 because of breast
cancer. However, the problem of study is how many people will be surviving after attacked the disease. In rich countries, about
90% of the patients usually survive from breast cancer, whereas in developing countries, such a survival rate is only 50% [3].
Lack of knowledge about the disease, encouraging to go for early testing, and lack of good medical facilities are some of the
leading causes for such high rates of death.
There has not been much work done in collection and analysis of patient data in Libya. Most of the work concentrated
on the clinical studies. The present study will focus on some of the factors related to breast cancer in women in Libya. The
study is carried out in two stages, with the first stage analyzing the socio-behavioral factors for women going for early testing,
and the second stage looking into physical attributes of a patient related to the stage of her disease. Five different algorithms
are applied for both the stages.

2. Background - Libyan Healthcare system
Table 1 below (6) shows the capacity of Libyan healthcare system in terms of hospital capacities.

County
Tripoli
Benghazi
Jabal Gharbi
Jabal Akhdar & Marj
Darnah & Albetnan
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1367
1172

